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   Oh daddy dear you know you’re still number one.  

  But girls they want to have fun. 

Robert Hazard, Cyndi Lauper

Girls Just Want To Have Fun gathers a small group of artists (both women 

and men) whose work has a “high playful density”. From the pleasure of the 

technical construction of the piece: collage, stamping and other graphic and 

textile procedures, all manual and repetitive; to the visual delight of a hybrid, 

dynamic, urgent painting... Heterogeneous resources for pieces that highlight 

the creative processes and visuality.

Álvaro González, Catarina Branco, Arancha Goyeneche, Mike Swaney, 

Laura López Balza y Nuria Mora  reflect the duration of the creative experience 

on their works. The pre-technological, handcrafted manufacturing processes are 

more or less evident, but the search for powerful visual results confirm that, 

although all of them are imbued with the multidisciplinarity which prevails in 

contemporary art, they are still close to their strong pictorial roots. These are 

artists who not only have lost direct contact with the piece, but they show their 

actual, constructive capacity, their liking for doing things.

Álvaro González (Mérida, Venezuela, 1979) is more interested in the linguistic 

aspects of the pictorial practice since they connect his historicist worries with the 

stamping practice. It is a repertoire of signifiers taken from the art history, the 

botanic images or the mass media, which make his work, apparently ornamental, 

an intricate synthesis of intertwined composing fragments where geometric plots 

from different cultural and scientific sources get superimposed: an engraving by 

Durero, a vegetal ramification.

Repetition structures or decorative patterns are characteristic of Álvaro 

González’s work, keen on cartouches, trimmings and other baroque ornaments. 

These are shared by Arancha Goyeneche  (Santander, 1967). With a long career 

between painting and photography, Goyeneche’s images extend the perceptive 

experience, managing reverberation and mirage effects with vinyl fragments, 



paper and photography cuts. Abstract compositions that invoke the landscape 

or, eventually, the images created by a kaleidoscope, or the decorations of 

the Islamic art, ribbons, meanders, zigzag drawings, checkered and starred 

patterns, in an uncontrolled approximation to geometry. 

Portuguese Catarina Branco (San Miguel, Azores, Portugal, 1974) also 

grants a colorful and festive appearance to her works. Branco finds the motto 

for a creation completely dependent on manual processes in the use of the 

traditional techniques, such as weaving or wickerwork, related to the Azores 

women traditions. The ritual repetition is linked to identity affirmation and 

social integration, the mechanisms that contribute to the individual’s well-being 

in their vital context. 

Branco cuts her works in colored paper. Paper is such a common material as it is 

contradictory; its own constituting fragility contradicts an apparently ephemeral 

and disposable objectuality. Its freshness and nearness gets us closer to the 

intriguing thousand-sheet objects made by the artist, sometimes organic and 

floral, sometimes geometric and lineal. 

Paper becomes the sculptural material in Branco’s work, whereas in the work 

by Mike Swaney (Kimberley, British Columbia, Canada, 1978), it blends with 

the pictorial process as the historic collage: a fragment of reality adhered to the 

flat surface which transports a truthful message. “I like it, I don’t like it” is a 

recurring topic in Swaney’s work, inspired by the technological world translated 

into his low-tech paintings.

The cultural changes induced by the Internet are subtly analyzed and extrapolated 

in paintings which, paradoxically, remind of the primitivism or outsider art, the 

plastic traditions by Native Americans, school works...

Going back to a naif, emotional painting that connects the individual perceptive 

experience with nature and the pleasure of a certain joie de vivre is the storyline 

support of the work by Laura López Balza (Arenas de Iguña, Cantabria, 1984). 

A happy living and a happy creating and constructing too, satisfaction in the 

craftwork and a recognised ability in the expressive use of colors.

Back to basis is the catchphrase that seems to hoist López Balza’s paintings. 

They remind of the idealized narrations in children tales. Inhabited by stereotyped 

characters as the ones she makes up for her marker portraits, the tales create 

systems of symbolic values where the human being can be recognized.

Nuria Mora (Madrid, 1974) shares with López Balza a liking for origami. 

Mora proves a great pleasure in the technical processes. An artist of big things 



(street murals and ambitious urban interventions) as well as small things, Mora 

experiments with engraving techniques; she’s a fine draftswoman and a water 

colorist who tracks the beauty of floral motifs and the designs where, after 

several layers of delicious motifs, we find harmony.

As a permanet artist, Nuria Mora would illustrate the world with her colorful 

communicated rectangles, with her paper stars, with her wild flowers. The world 

would be better and funnier. If only that were possible!
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